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Abstract 

Open-space emergency evacuation is the movement of people away the threat in the short 

time. Task allocation is a fundamental research challenge in emergency evacuation domain 

of multi-agent systems (MAS). This paper proposes the multi-agent task allocation model 

which is called EV-GAP. Accordingly, the capability of agent was redefined to satisfy the 

requirement of open-space emergency evacuation. Corresponding the task allocation 

algorithm based on EV-GAP has is also given. Finally, the experiment of the task allocation 

of open-space emergency evacuation for a chlorine leakage accident is completed to validate 

this model. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, public emergency event occurs frequently in the world. As an important 

measure, emergency evacuation can be adopted to deal with a variety of public emergency 

events, such as floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, chemical spill, fire, and so on. Therefore, 

emergency evacuation has become a hotspot of research.  

In the past ten years, the issue of emergency evacuation within the enclosed space (such as 

large buildings, boats, aircraft, etc.) has been generally researched. On the other hand, the 

study of open-space emergency evacuation was also emphasized recently. For open-space 

emergency evacuation management, its core issue is how to allocate the emergency 

evacuation tasks to agents rapidly and effectively to minimize the loss of the affected 

population. 

In essence, task is a specific description of solution for any question in accordance with its 

own characteristics. The problem of task allocation first appeared in the various types of 

production, planning and flexible manufacturing systems. And it is a typical combinatorial 

optimization problem. The traditional task allocation problem is to decompose a problem into 

multiple sub-tasks, and assume that all processors can handle the same tasks without 

discrimination. This task allocation problem have wide applications in many fields, such as 

vehicle scheduling, assignment problem, a multi-processor parallel processing, grid 

computing, etc. 

The multi-agent system is a loosely coupled system which consists of a number of 

interactive agent calculation units. In multi-agent systems, task allocation problem is how to 

choose the right agent to complete various tasks. Gerkey [1] gave an analysis of multi-robot 

task allocation and coordination mechanism. Paper [2] proposed a distributed parallel multi-
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task allocation algorithm among self-organizing and self-learning agents. And paper [3] 

discussed the clustering-based coalition formation and self-adjustment mechanisms for tasks 

in the wireless sensor network. Moreover, paper [4] designed a mathematical model for 

balanced multi-robot task allocation problem based on K-means clustering and auction based 

mechanisms. 

For multi-robot system, paper [5] researched the task assignment of agent teams in 

RoboCupRescue project. In paper [6], the reinforcement learning algorithm for multi-robot is 

divided into two types: non-cooperation and cooperation. Then, this paper proposed multi-

robot task allocation algorithm satisfies the requirement of dynamic task allocation for fire-

disaster response. And paper [7] presented task allocation algorithms for a multi-robot system 

where the tasks are divided into disjoint groups and there are precedence constraints between 

the task groups. Paper [8] proposed a modified particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm 

to deal with the allocation problem of earthquake emergency shelter. 

In emergency management domain, paper [9] constructed the Markov Decision 

Processes(MDP) model for dynamic emergency task allocation under resource constraints. 

Jones [10] proposed a market-based task allocation system for disaster response. Moreover, 

paper [11] presents an open multi-agent system, called Overseer, which leverages context 

information in a mobile setting to facilitate collaboration and task allocation for disaster 

response. For distributing rescue agents, paper [12] provided an approach in a more rational 

way, by using combinatorial auction techniques to perform task allocation. 

In recent years, a variety of practical research of multi-agent task al-location has been 

developed [13, 14, 15]. But the various models are usually for a specific field or general field, 

the specific impact of the open-space emergency evacuation has not been considered. 

Consequently, this paper proposed a multi-agent task allocation model, called EV-GAP, to 

resolve this problem in open-space emergency evacuation management. 
 

2. Task Allocation Model for Open-Space Emergency Evacuation 
 

2.1. GAP 

In open-space emergency evacuation management domain, how to assign tasks to agents 

under dynamic conditions is a very important problem. And the Generalized Assignment 

Problem (GAP) is also known to be NP-complete [16]. In order to maximize the total reward 

of open-space emergency evacuation system, GAP can be formalized as follows. 

1. The set of tasks can defined as J , and the set of agents can be defined as I . The set of 

tasks need to be allocated to the set of agents. 

2. Any agent Ii  is made within the restraints of emergency resources. 

3. The task Jj  will consumes ijc  unit of emergency resources when the task j  is 

executed by agent i . 

4. Agent i  has the capability  10  ijij kk  to carry out the task j . 

5. There is the matrix A  to be described the task allocation. The formula 1ija  can be 

represented that task j  is allocated to the agent i . And the formula 0ija  is true, when task 

j  is not allocated to the agent i  
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An optimum task allocation is given by matrix *A  to maximize the emergency evacuation 

system reward. One task will be assigned to only one agent. And the constraint of emergency 

resource can be considered. The matrix *A  can be defined as follows. 

 
 

 

Ii Jj

ijijA akA maxarg*                                                                                (1) 
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2.2. E-GAP 

Paper [17] proposed the extended-GAP(E-GAP) which considered the element of time. So 

the dynamic tasks can be described exactly by using E-GAP. The total reward W  can be 

computed in E-GAP as the sum of the agents’ partial rewards over time. The variable t
jd  is 

the expense of any emergency evacuation task which is not be allocated to agent. So the task 

allocation can be defined as follows. 
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And it was considered that AND restraints have been existed in the tasks. The task set 
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1
  can be grouped by AND restraints. And the task group set can be defined as 

 p ,,1  . Thus, the partial reward ijw  for allocating task j  to agent i  is given by Eq.7. 
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3. The Multi-Agent Task Allocation Model EV-GAP 
 

3.1. The Capability of Emergency Evacuation Agent 

According to the E-GAP Model, the agent’s capability for the allocated task is the most 

important element in the open-space emergency evacuation management. We defined the 

capability of agent in order to represent the reward of evacuation system accurately. So the 

agent’s capability for the task can be defined as follows. 

    1t
ij

t
ij

t
ij syk                  (8) 

The agent’s capability t
ijk  depends on the significance of task j  and the distance between 

the position of agent i  and task j . In Eq.8, the variable t
ijy  represents the significance of 
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emergency evacuation task j  by agent i  at time t . The variable t
ijs  is the parameter of 

distance between agent i  and task j . And the variable 1  is the weight coefficient. 

 

3.1.1.The Importance of Emergency Evacuation Task 

The variable t
ijy  is the importance of emergency evacuation task. And one of the 

determinants is variable t
ijd  which is the distance between the sources of danger and the place 

of the task at time t . Another is the number of population distribution near the place of the 

task j  at time t . Therefore, variable t
ijy  can be defined as follows. 

 t
ij

t
ij

t
ij pdy                                                                                                            (9) 

The purpose of emergency evacuation is the movement of the people from disaster areas to 

safe areas. However, usually the sources of danger would threaten the safety of the people of 

the surrounding area. And most of dangerous source will be spread with the development of 

the incident, such as tsunami, nuclear leaks, volcanic eruptions. Because emergency 

evacuation is to be completed within the time limit, the priority of the emergency task will be 

also affected by the distance between the tasks and dangerous source. 

To consider multiple sources of danger in the presence of sources of danger set U , the 

distance parameter between the task j  and dangerous source can be calculated as follows. 
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In Eq.10, the Euclidean distance has been adopted because that transport network is not 

affected by the development of emergency event. So the variable  mnct ,  was described as the 

Euclidean distance between the task j  and dangerous source. And   mnct

UmJn
,max

, 
 is the 

maximum distance,   mjct

Um
,min


 is the minimal one.  

The variable t
ijp  is the parameter of the population distribution number near the place of 

task j  at time t . It can be calculated as follows. 

  t
ij

t
ij qp                                                                                                          (11) 

In Eq.11, the variable t
ijq  is the number of population. And the weight coefficient   can be 

determined by the importance of task j  for the people near the place and the personnel 

organization, such as age, occupation, etc. 

In this paper, the people number is estimated by analysis of the erlang of mobile telephone 

base station near the dangerous source. An erlang is a dimensionless unit that is used in 

telephony as a statistical measure of offered load or carried load on service-providing 

elements such as telephone circuits or telephone switching equipment. Erlang E  which is 

related to the call arrival rate   and the average call-holding time h  can be defined as Eq.12.  

 hE                                                                                                            (12) 
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Thus, the people number t
ijq  is given by Equation 13. And the variable k  is the gain 

coefficient. 

 k
k

kt
ij

h

E
q                                                                                                          (13) 

 

3.1.2. The Distance Parameter 

The transport cost of emergency agent can be expressed in terms of the distance between 

agent i  and task j . So the distance parameter t
ijs  can be defined as follows. 
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In Eq.14,   niDt

Jn
,max


 is the maximum distance between agent i  and tasks. And the 

distance between agent i  and task j  is represented as the variable  jiDt , . The 

implementation capacity of agent i  is reduced with increasing distance from the task j . 

In order to accurately describe the cost of agent arrives to the location to perform task, the 

real-time speed variable   was been introduced from external sensors. And the invariant V  is 

the set speed value. The speed coefficient   can be calculated as follows. 
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3.2. Task Allocation Algorithm based on EV-GAP 

We redefined the emergency response capacity of agent in open-space emergency 

evacuation management. The multi-agent task allocation algorithm based on the agent’s 

capacity can be proposed as follows. 

Input: task set J, agent set I, resource set R, dangerous source set U, task allocation set A 

Output: task allocation plan g 

1.  for all a∈A do     //loop of task allocation matrix a∈A  

2.     wmax := 0;  

3.     w := 0;  

4.     for all i,j∈a do   //the calculate process of maximal reward of the matrix a 

5.       y:=Dan(j,J,U);  //the importance of task was to be calculated on the basis of Eq.9-13 

6.      s:=Dist(i,j,J);    //the distance parameter was to be calculated on the basis of Eq.14-15 

7.      kij:=cap(y,b,s); //the capability of agent was to be calculated on the basis of Eq.8 

8.      w:= w+kij×aij ; 

9.    end-for 

10.    if  wmax < w then  // make the matrix a as task allocation plan based on the reward w 
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11.      wmax := w ; 

12.      g:=a; 

13.    end-if 

14. end-for 

15. return g              //output the task allocation plan g 
 

4. Experiments and Results 

The multi-agent task allocation model can be used to provide the decision support 

information for the emergency evacuation decision-maker. According to the segment of a 

chlorine leakage accident, we verify the validity of the EV-GAP model in this paper.  

A chlorine leakage accident process can be described simply. Chlorine leakage accident 

occurred in an area. Emergency decision-maker decides to evacuate 782 people away the 

place of chlorine leakage accident by 10 bus evacuation vehicles, shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Emergency Evacuation State for Chlorine Leakage Accident 
 

We introduce the real-time speed data of vehicles from external sensor of department of 

transport in order to represent the real scene. According to the real-time speed data, the 

evacuation area can be described by different colors as Figure 2. The red line indicates the 

speed below hkm /20 . The pink line indicates the speed between hkm /20  and hkm /40 . The 

orange line indicates the speed between hkm /40  and hkm /60 . Finally, the green line indicates 

the speed more than hkm /60 . 
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Figure 2. Real-time Speeds of Vehicles 
 

In this scene, the vehicles are the agents. And the emergency tasks are the movement of 

people near dangerous source. The task allocation matrix set A  can be simplified as follows: 
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The plan 1A  is the best one which can be get maximum rewards from the chlorine leakage 

accident evacuation though the emergency evacuation task allocation algorithm based on the 

EV-GAP. And we make an experiment with the task allocation plans includes 1A , 2A , 3A  for 

the chlorine leakage accident by MATSim(Multi-Agent Transport Simulation Toolkit) 

[18][19] at AM8:00, PM16:00 and PM24:00 in one day. The simulation results are shown in 

Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. It is well known that time is crucial to the emergency 

evacuation. So the plan 1A  is the best one because that the emergency evacuation time of plan 

1A  is shortest in three simulations. The effectiveness of the emergency evacuation task 

allocation model EV-GAP can be proved with this experiment. 
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Figure 3. Emergency evacuation at AM 8:00 
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Figure 4. emergency evacuation at PM 16:00 
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Figure 5. emergency evacuation at PM 24:00 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the multi-agent task allocation model in open-space emergency evacuation 

management has been established. We propose the emergency evacuation task allocation 

model EV-GAP, and redefined the capability of agent. Then, the task allocation algorithm is 

also given. Finally, the effectiveness of the EV-GAP model has been proved though the 

experiment. 

In future work, we are thinking of incorporating the individual intention to the task 

allocation model, and addressing issues such as team decision-making in open-space 

emergency evacuation management. 
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